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Right WayMakes Acquiring a Second Citizenship Easy

A second citizenship in a carefully chosen country can make mobility easier and facilitate tax
and financial planning.

(PRWEB) May 23, 2006 -- As uncertainty threatens to knock a topsy-turvy world closer to bedlam, people are
increasingly looking for ways to ensure they and their families are as liquid as their assets. As international
travel is a necessity for thriving entrepreneurship in a global economy, successful business people are looking
for a vehicle to ease cross border passage. And a second primary residence can make tax planning easier. Many
people find acquiring a second citizenship is a perfect sense solution to protecting their hard earned nest eggs,
to making sure their families are safe, to giving people another tax planning option and to making travel hassle
free.

Right Way (www.right-way.net) is a leading purveyor of second citizenships as well as financial solutions, such
as debit cards, credit cards, trusts and bank accounts. Right Way's team of legal and financial professionals will
assess an individual's needs, recommend a course of action and see that course through to a smooth and
successful conclusion. What's more, if they are not able to meet all legal obligations, they will cheerfully refund
all money spent on an application within one week – Right Way sets its guarantee and refund policy to the
highest standards.

A second passport makes business travel and migration much easier. Many countries are only too happy to offer
immigration and economic citizenship, welcoming the successful to their shores. Right Way can facilitate
second citizenships (http://www.right-way.net/second_citizenship.php) to preferred destinations such as
Panama, Suriname, Guyana, Nicaragua and the Republic of Dominica. In addition Right Way lawyers have
found several hints in Mexican immigration laws making permanent residence and citizenship in this country
much easier and faster. Each place is safe in its own right and offers advantages for visa-free travel or further
relocation, whether to points in the European Union, the British Commonwealth or North America.

Check the web site for immigration fees charged by individual countries as well as legal fees required to bring
each petition to a successful conclusion. Once in possession of a second passport, applicants will be eligible for
a litany of benefits. First is peace of mind, knowing they and their families will no longer be able to escape
from civil unrest or unscrupulous business rivals. Second is simplified travel to many countries the world over.
Choosing citizenship in any one of these carefully chosen countries can eliminate waiting associated with
getting a visa for business or recreational travel.

Right Way also offers a series of financial products aimed at making sure money is easily accessible and credit
is within reach of clients with bad credit. Debit cards (http://www.right-way.net/debit_cards.php) can give
people instant access to cash at millions of locations around the world. Credit cards (http://www.right-
way.net/vcards.php) can be issued virtually, in any name, to any address and for use at many online merchants.

Since 1989, Right Way has been a leading online source for second citizenships and financial planning tools.

Contact:
Robert Hammershoy
Lawyer, senior staff
Right Way – A Traditional Financial Company
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Netherlands office:
+316 509 888 47

Spanish office:
+346 776 043 07

www.right-way.net
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Contact Information
Robert Hammershoy
Right Way
http://www.right-way.net
+316 509 888 47

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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